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Call for Contributions  

Ethics and Overcoming Odious Passions  

Mitigating Radicalisation and Extremism through Shared Human Values in 
Education  

Volume Editors: Ignace Haaz / Amélé Adamavi-Aho Ekué / Khushwant Singh/ Fadi Daou  

Why this Publication?  

Globethics.net’s vision and mission centres about promoting ethics in higher education. This 
ethical vision supported by values of respect, dignity, inclusion and fairness lends itself to be 
applied in various contexts. This publication endeavours to engage with the complex 
phenomenon of radicalisation and extremism as a challenge to dialogically framed and 
ethically grounded people and societies. What kind of educational responses can be given to 
extremist claims of territory, identity, resources, power, and interpretations? How can a 
dialogue on unifying ethical principles and values aid in developing common grounds for 
preventing radical and extremist excesses? Ultimately, this publication endeavours to ask 
the uncomfortable questions with regard to the exteriorisation of human, emotive 
predispositions and inclinations to ostracize, stigmatise and discriminate at the expense of 
tempered and balanced forms of engagement and dialogue.  

It seems that in ordinary discourse radicalisation refers to a process whereas extremism is a 
stance, a position at one end of a scale, depending on where persons perceive themselves 
to be on that scale in relation to others. Providing a space for articulating and arriving at 
common human values in an educational setting could help to prevent and overcome 
radicalisation and might help some to move towards a less extreme stance. The exit door 
from the extreme is often perceived out of a degree of consideration for and empathy with 
others, of differing positions, in a spirit of dialogue or consensus. But it can be also related 
to a peaceful acceptance and toleration of the dissensus, as neither consensus nor dissensus 
have as strong normative foundation as honesty or justice.  

For whom?  

Educators; legal scholars; philosophers of law, philosophy of mind and moral psychology, 
theology, and religious studies; civil society trainers around the prevention of violence; 
pacifist organisations; church leaders; international organisations related to education and 
violence; international organisations dealing with human rights and international law.  

An Invitation to a Multidisciplinary Dialogue  

The editors of this volume invite the scholarly community and practitioners to contribute to 
the publication with chapters in one of the following areas:  

• Systematic and conceptual contributions: the understanding of ‘odious passions’; 
extremism/radicalization; educational concepts, etc.  
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• Historic and contextual contributions: synchronic and diachronic examples from 
different regions; cross-cultural learnings, etc. 	

• Contributions from the educational praxis: curriculum plans and educational models, 
etc. 	

• Hatred, which produces suffering, concerns various disciplines such as psychology 
and medicine, sociology and education. 	

• At the collective level, political theory and socio-historical backgrounds of our 
collective partly unconscious understanding of collective actions, lead at the study of 
phenomenon directly related to this passion such as social oppositions, fanaticism 
and wars. 	

• Religious wisdom, texts and good practices form multi- and interreligious dialogue 
around on how to overcome hatred and lack of compassion in general and in the 
specific context radicalization through the misuse of religion. 	

Thematic Explorations 	
Cultures, Religions and the Double Lock of Violence 	

Cultures and societies, and in essence humanity, are marked by the double lock of the 
sudden irruption and normalcy of violence – both at the same time. Such could be the 
condensed version of a pessimistic cultural and anthropological vista on an unavoidable 
inclination to destructive, hate-sponsored emotions. 	

How does this play out in our contemporary societies and how do scholarly contributions 
open the field for a wider engagement with the prevention of radical and extremist 
inclinations as they manifest in societal cohabitation? Populism, racially motivated hate 
crimes and xenophobia, just to cite a few by way of illustration, would be valid phenomena 
to probe how far humanity has come in coping with and addressing disruptive expressions 
of relationship emerging from distorted perceptions of the self and the other. It is truly 
astonishing and a matter of deep philosophical reflection why we keep repeating same 
mistakes and patterns. Religious texts and philosophical insights help to address this 
problematic recurrence. 	

René Girard undoubtedly contributed to a wide-ranged interdisciplinary debate in the past 
twenty years. His thesis on the inevitable presence of violence in human history and in any 
culture, is tied to the assumption that myths narrate the stories of the exclusion, 
persecution and extinction of a scapegoat for the well-being of the community. The 
scapegoat mechanism, as per René Girard, is inescapable because of the psychosocial 
evolution from mimetic desire to mimetic rivalry – in other words, a kind of learned pattern 
of desiring the possession of the other, which unloads itself in violent conflict. Furthermore, 
societies would have built a paradoxical strategies to re-establish order and peace by 
singling out ‘the one’ against whom the collective anger of ‘all’ is unleashed, who is made 
responsible for the disorder and who has to be excluded. Violence is used to re-establish 
peace. Girard pursues his argumentation by stating that not only myths are repositories of 
these recurrent processes of scapegoating, but that these can be traced in any cultures, 
societies and religious traditions. 	
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While Girard’s totalising approach, at this point, has received criticism, the pertinence of his 
underlying argument, at least as an analytical lens, remains valid. Historians of religions and 
Christian theologians, fully mindful of the limitations of Girard’s theory, have particularly 
resonated with his postulation that contrary to the ancient myths, in which the founding 
crime of scapegoating is obscured, the New Testament narrative of Jesus passion, death on 
the cross and resurrection unveils this mechanism by insisting on the innocence of the 
victim of collective violence, who refuses to respond to it by violent means, and therefore 
disrupts the destructive cycle of violence against violence – and establishes simultaneously a 
new principle and ethos for peaceful conduct and cohabitation. 	

One may further deepen the consequences of this view for a dialogue with other disciplines 
and with representatives of other worldviews. Important for the context of this publication 
remains the vindication of the innocent victim of violent inclinations, which has an impact 
on the possibilities cultures, religions, and communities in general develop to strengthen 
the internal critique of emotive responses and practices, and how they succeed to establish 
viable frameworks – pedagogical, psychological, contemplative, to name a few, for 
cultivating conducive environments and interactions by way of which, people can 
experience in a non- moralistic manner how their desires and aspirations for a life in fullness 
can be channelled for the mutual benefits of all.  

Just war theories and legitimate defence  

Should a family in practice not defend himself if being attacked? We need to distinguish 
necessary use of violence as last resort from violence out of greed, aggression, ideology etc. 
On the one hand, legitimate use of violence is traditionally understood as the sole property 
of State actors (Just war theory, criminal law). On the other hand, responding to violence in 
the civil society, as necessary use of violence, opens problematic aspects as the right-based 
approaches to self-defence, and the supposed possible mutual consent to enter in armed 
confrontation. From the right to self-defence is resulting a dangerous proliferation of 
armament in the society, which far from preventing harm adds new risks.  

Philosophical analysis: a two ways approach  

1)  Should we try to understand odious passions, in order to learn how to avoid the traps 
of stupor, when we face hate in an unattended situation? An understanding of human 
nature and the functioning of the soul and the careful analysis of what is the root cause 
of evil are important. This analysis is part of a research of the soul, which is at the centre 
of universal spirituality, and which is totally neglected in the current western education 
system.  

2)  Should we not consider altogether manifestations of our animal instincts as harmless, 
until harmful actions are being operated? A second view rather focuses on the 
behavioural firm ground of ugly passions, by putting into brackets what is not 
observable, our sentiments and even some off our strong passions, up to the point they 
are translated into active exteriorly observable facts. During the pandemic, much has 
been about setting up rules of good practice to prevent harm and protect vulnerable 
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persons. The war in Ukraine and political, legal and right-based approaches on violence 
find here a place for exploration.  

An invitation for critical thinking  
The challenge of seeing good aspects in an overall bad thing  

Even before speaking the baby is not so innocent as it seems to be, and experiences wrath 
and envy, as any other complete human being. Early in our childhood we notice inborn 
essential traits of character, often gradually corrected from our early family education, but 
our parents plant other seeds of adult intolerance, as we learn how to speak and behave at 
school (Augustine, Confessions, Book 1). 

Extremely ugly passions are, as the great seven sins, related to a lack of virtues. Since 
Augustine’s Confessions, philosophers have worked out what vices contrary to the virtues of 
gentleness and forbearance could exist. Wrath more than envy or pride seems responsible 
for what we may call the behaviour of “an extremist”, as inner life episodes of blind fury 
against our fellow creatures. Wrath is not only an ugly passion, but it could also be 
considered as indirectly related to societal dangers underneath similar dispositions and 
made a cardinal sin.  

Wrath has several potentially dreadful aspects. First an important intellectual weakness 
such as impatience, trigged by the desire to recoup a loss, and refocusing on the individual 
person, instead of true patience as a virtue and gift of God (Confessions, 12). Anger is 
blindness as shown by the poet Dante: while “dense smoke [...] envelops and clouds the 
terrace of wrath. The pilgrim is now blinded and stays close behind his guide, in order not to 
"lose himself": stray [Purg. 16.10-11] our ital.)”  

As we see hatred overall a bad thing, it could be interesting to look for a dialectical 
mitigation of the idea that hatred is ignorance and (self-)destruction related. 
A more consensual interpretation of wrath, from Buddhism, shows positive aspects (not 
only in bellicose contexts) to wrath, under condition of “creativity transcendence”, as 
“joyous heroic energy” which includes selflessness and compassion. This is a momentum 
when anger does not need to be destroyed by wisdom, as anger is no longer constituting “a 
world of suffering based on ignorance” (Thurman, Anger, Oxford, 123).  

On knowing emotions and the temporality of emotions  

Philosophical analysis of strong emotions and addictions (Elster Solomon, Kenny). Problems 
with the experimental study of fear. Astonishment as positive ways of experiencing stupor 
as in philosophical astonishment, as the hope for religious miracles vs. dread, which is 
always a negative reaction. Gut reactions as embodied appraisal theory (Prinz). The speech 
act based understanding of hatred as social phenomenon. Enduring emotions (care, 
attachment and concern) vs. very short episodes of emotions (anger, thrill, admiration).  

On the use of emotion driven actions  

Ecological terrorism, disinformation during warfare, right- and left-wing political activism 
and revolutionary means for action. Fire sacrifice and offering to the god. Jihadism, Islamism 
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and Anti-Islam political responses in various countries. Religious violence between 
Buddhists, Anti-Semitism in the Western countries. Dignity-based reaction to hate-speech. 
Positive Anger and Buddhism.  

Planning  

• Call for papers: May 2022 	
• Content gathering: June-latest September 2022 	
• Review by editors and copyediting: October 2022 	
• Book is planned for release in December 2022	
• Discover two examples of similar projects here in 2020 and here in 2022. 	

	

Amélé Ekué, Ignace Haaz  
12 April 2022 	


